
  



  

Aims of  our meeting 

• To explain how we teach reading, writing and 

maths. 

 

• To explain how you can help at home. 

 

• To explain our school ethos and aims.  

 

• To answer any questions. 



  

The Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS) Curriculum 

(Birth to 5 years) 

 

•Personal, Social and Emotional Development 

•Physical Development 

•Communication and Language 

•Literacy  

•Mathematics 

•Understanding the World 

•Expressive Arts and Design 

 

 
Progress is documented in a Learning Journey, which will be 

shared with you regularly. 

 



  

The importance of  play 

• Play is a very important part of  a child’s 

development. 

• It is how they make sense of  the world 

around them and discover new things for 

themselves. 

• Play is to be encouraged and supported! 

• Unfortunately, play can be seen as a break 

from learning, but in fact it is the opposite. 

Play is the highest form of  research. 

 Albert Einstein 



  

Explore and Learn Time 

• Children can choose what they want to 

play with and how.  

• Resources are linked to next steps in 

their learning. 

• Areas in the classroom and garden for 

role play, small world, maths, 

construction, art, technology, reading, 

with mark-making equipment taken into 

all areas. 

 



  

Small group work 

• Focus groups of  around 6 children with class teacher or TA. 

Examples: guided reading, maths, science, technology, art etc. 

• Intervention groups to challenge learning and target identified 

gaps. 

 

 



 

 

End of  year reading goals 

• Children read and understand simple sentences.  

 

• They use knowledge of  sounds  to read regular words 

accurately.  

 

• They also read some common irregular words that can’t be 

sounded out. 

 

• They demonstrate understanding when talking with others about 

what they have read.  



  

Teaching reading and writing 
• In the past, reading was taught using a whole-word approach, which 

took a long time to learn. 

• Children are now taught to read and spell using phonics.  Words are 

broken into pure sounds. 

• Letter sounds are taught in an order than has been shown to help 

children to learn to read and write more quickly, not alphabetically. 

• Reading is taught by sound talking (blending), where children are taught 

to ‘blend’ sounds together. For example, c-a-t, b-a-g. 

• Words that cannot be sounded out (also known as ‘tricky words’, such as 

‘the’, ‘said’, ‘he’ and ‘she’), are learnt by sight. It is important to practise 

these at home (Phonics Folder). 

• Spelling is taught by segmenting the word into sounds. 

• Daily phonics sessions. 



  

Phase 2- Reception 
 

 

 

My Phase 2 Sound Mat
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Phase 3- Reception 
 

 

 

My Phase 3 Sound Mat
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Phase 5 - Year 1 
 

 

 



  

Pure sound pronunciation 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yVyry9jpVjI 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yVyry9jpVjI


  

Jolly Phonics Songs 



  

Words to learn by sight (tricky words) 

 

 

 



shop 





 
 

•Children use their phonic knowledge to write words in ways 

which match their spoken sounds.  

 

•They also write some irregular common words (tricky words).  

 

•They write simple sentences which can be read by themselves 

and others.  

 

•Some words are spelt correctly and others are phonetically 

plausible.  

 

•Writing is linked to high quality stories and non-fiction, role-play 

and small world scenes. 

End of  year writing goals 



Writing development across the year 



Developing key features of  interesting writing 





  

Handwriting 
• Children are taught to write in a way that will make it 

easier to join (cursive writing). 

 

• See phonics folder in bookbag for letter shapes. 

 

• Short pencil control and handwriting sessions 

throughout the week, linked to the sounds and 

words that we are learning that week. 

 

• Letterjoin can be accessed from home. 



  

Pencil grip  



Number 

•Children count reliably with numbers from 1 to 20, place them in order 

and say which number is one more or one less than a given number.  

 

•Using objects, they add and subtract two single-digit numbers and count 

on or back to and the answer (fingers or number lines).  

 

•They solve problems, including doubling, halving and sharing.  

 

Shape, Space and Measures 

•Children use everyday language to talk about size, weight, capacity, 

position, distance, time and money to compare quantities and objects and 

to solve problems.  

 

•They recognise, create and describe patterns.  

 

•They explore characteristics of  everyday objects and shapes and use 

mathematical language to describe them. 

End of  year maths goals 



  

Maths 
• Daily sessions which include practical activities, 

games, puppets, songs and stories. 

• Practical aids such as interesting objects to count. 

• No such thing as a ‘maths brain’.  

• Maths is not something to be feared. 

• Maths is everywhere in daily life. Children can grasp 

many mathematical concepts through their play and 

daily routines. 

 

 



Maths linked to stories:  
Eliot Jones, Midnight Superhero Challenges 



Maths linked to stories: 
One is a Snail… 



Maths through role play, art and cooking 



  

Supporting maths at home 

• Let your child pay for items in a shop and use money words (coins, notes, pence, total, cost, change 

and names of coins). 

• Counting things relating to your child’s current interests. 

• Spot numbers on a car journey (road signs, distances, house numbers, car number plates). 

• Daily routines can provide opportunities to learn about time words (morning, afternoon, o’clock, 

half-past). 

• Counting objects to set the table or the concept of division through sharing out food. 

• Capacity words in the bath through playing with water in bowls, jugs etc. or when filling drink 

bottles (full, half-full, empty). 

• Helping to do laundry using language for size (larger, smallest) and patterns. 

• Cooking can develop language relating to weight and capacity.  

• Helping to put away shopping, exploring concepts of weight (light, lighter, lightest, heavy, g, kg). 

• Use positional language when giving instructions (under, behind, beside, in between). 

• Books and Rhymes- lots of stories have a mathematical theme, especially counting. 

• Lego, or any type of construction, cars, teddies, dolls can help to develop sequencing by size, colour 

and pattern formation. 

• Nature walks- look at seasonal changes across the year, link to the names of the months.   



  

 

Our Ethos and Aims 
 

•Resilience  

•Engagement 

•Integrity 

 

 

The 4 Rs 
•Resilience 

•Reflectiveness 

•Resourcefulness 

•Reciprocity 

 



  

Growth Mind-set 
• The idea that skills are not fixed and that we can all improve. 

• Prepares your child for lifelong learning. 

• Protect emotional well-being by becoming more resilient when 

faced with problems and change. 

• Actively seek challenge rather than fear it. 

• Persevere when things are tricky. 

• Reflect on and learn from mistakes, rather than fearing failure. 

• Value feedback from others. 

• Ideas introduced through stories. 



  

Metacognition 
 

Teaching learners to think about the process of  their 

learning by teaching how to set goals, monitor and 

evaluate their own learning.  



  

Independence 

• Many of  the children are now ready to come into 

school on their own.   

• Please start the process of  encouraging your child 

to enter the cloakroom alone and then line up 

without you as soon as possible.   

• We will be there for reassurance. 



  

WOW! Slips  

• Fill in as and when your child does or says 

something new at home.  

 

• For example, if  you hear them counting in order 

correctly, see them using scissors effectively, 

sounding out or recognising a word by sight for 

the first time, recognising a number on a door, 

using a zip independently etc. 



  

Family Fridays (2.40pm-3.10pm) 

• From Friday 20th September   

 

• Share books, maths activities, art 

projects etc. 

 

• Younger siblings are very welcome, but 

remain under your supervision at all 

times. 

 

• Wait at the wooden green gate. 



  

Home Learning 

• Short, fun activity relating to maths, writing or our topic, 

around 10 minutes to complete.  

•  Always linked to what we have been doing in class. 

• Not compulsory. 

• Sent home in red books on Thursdays, to come back into 

school the following Tuesday. 

• Talk Homework every other Thursday in preparation for 

a Big Write.   



  

Any questions? 


